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Wider Access to Genotypic Space Facilitates Loss of
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Abstract
Understanding the ecological, evolutionary and genetic factors that affect the expression of cooperative behaviours is a
topic of wide biological significance. On a practical level, this field of research is useful because many pathogenic microbes
rely on the cooperative production of public goods (such as nutrient scavenging molecules, toxins and biofilm matrix
components) in order to exploit their hosts. Understanding the evolutionary dynamics of cooperation is particularly relevant
when considering long-term, chronic infections where there is significant potential for intra-host evolution. The impact of
responses to non-social selection pressures on social evolution is arguably an under-examined area. In this paper, we
consider how the evolution of a non-social trait – hypermutability – affects the cooperative production of iron-scavenging
siderophores by the opportunistic human pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa. We confirm an earlier prediction that
hypermutability accelerates the breakdown of cooperation due to increased sampling of genotypic space, allowing mutator
lineages to generate non-cooperative genotypes with the ability to persist at high frequency and dominate populations.
This may represent a novel cost of hypermutability.
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Introduction
Bacterial populations readily evolve lineages with a 10–1000-
fold increase in genomic mutation rate [1,2]. In novel or
changeable environments, adaptation is limited primarily by the
supply of beneficial mutations and in these conditions ‘mutator’
genotypes can hitch-hike with advantageous mutations to reach
high frequencies [3,4,5,6,7]. Mutator genotypes are common in
bacterial infections, where pathogens are constantly challenged
with a changing environment as a result of host immune responses
and prophylactic intervention [8,9,10,11]. However, when a
population is well adapted to its environment, the increased rate
of deleterious mutations in mutator lineages means that hyper-
mutability is selectively disadvantageous [3,4,5,12,13]. It has also
been suggested [14] that mutators may be selected against when
population growth requires individuals to cooperate, as they are
expected to generate cheating genotypes more readily and to
decrease the relatedness [15] of evolving populations.
We have previously reported [16] that hypermutability acceler-
ates the breakdown of cooperative behaviour in a bacterial species.
Our model system for studying cooperation is the production of
iron-scavenging siderophores by the opportunistic animal pathogen
P. aeruginosa. Siderophores [17,18,19] are soluble molecules that are
secreted by many microbial species in response to iron limitation;
they facilitate growth in iron-limited environments by chelating
iron, re-entering the bacterium via specific receptors and releasing
their cargo of iron to cellular metabolism. Because iron is a major
limiting factor for growth in aerobic environments and especially
within animal hosts [20,21], siderophores are important factors in
determining bacterial growth and virulence [22,23,24] (see also
[25]). As siderophores can be taken up by any cell with the cognate
receptor, regardless of its own levels of siderophore production, they
represent a public good: while individually metabolically costly to
produce, siderophores confer a group-level benefit [22,26]. Side-
rophore production may therefore be considered a form of
cooperation between individual cells. As such, it is open to invasion
by non-producing social ‘‘cheats,’’ which benefit from their
neighbour’s investment in siderophores while incurring no produc-
tion costs of their own [16,26,27,28,29]. That these mutants are true
cheats is demonstrated by the fact that their growth under iron
limitation is enhanced by co-culturing with ancestral cooperators
[22,23]; that they can invade cooperating populations under
conditions of local competition and low relatedness (but not high
relatedness and global competition) [22] and that continuous
variation in production of the primary siderophore, pyoverdin, is
negatively correlated with their growth advantage over the ancestral
cooperator in mixed culture [29]. The applicability of the
Pseudomonas-siderophore system to the study of cooperation is
evident from the number and range of social evolution hypotheses it
has been used to test (for reviews see [30,31]; for more recent work
see [32,33,34]).
Using this model system, we have shown [16] that hypermuta-
bility facilitates the breakdown of siderophore cooperation when
ecological conditions do not favour cooperation. Consistent with
this, we have also shown [35] that mutator genotypes are selected
against when ecological conditions confer inclusive fitness benefits
on cooperation (high relatedness and inter-group competition:
[15,22]), and that this was attributable to their increased propensity
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to generate cheats. These observations are consistent with the
established ability of mutator alleles to accelerate adaptation in
novel environmental conditions [7,36]. In both publications, we
hypothesised that mutator lineages are able to show a more rapid
adaptive response to the individual-level fitness benefits of cheating
via twomechanisms. First, an increased mutation rate should lead to
a simple increase in the rate at which cheating mutations are
generated. Second, we suggested that our results may be partly
attributable to the increased ability of mutator lineages to sample
genotypic space and so generate genotypes that are only very rarely
accessed by wild type lineages (see [6,11] and references therein).
Specifically, we suggested that mutator lineages might generate
cheats better able to persist at high frequency in mixed cooperator/
cheat populations. We now present a simple experiment that
provides evidence in support of this hypothesis.
In our original study [16], wild-type and mutator (a mutS
deletion mutant: [10]) populations of P. aeruginosa were passaged in
pure culture for thirty days in iron-limited microcosms under
entirely local competition, a condition known to select for the
breakdown of cooperation [22]. Cheats increased in frequency
more rapidly and reached higher maxima in mutator populations.
Further, cheat frequencies showed a consistent increase over time
in mutator populations, rising to dominance in all six replica
populations; concomitantly, there was little variance in cheat
dynamics between replica populations. This contrasted with wild-
type populations, in which significant fluctuations in cheat
frequency over time led to high between-replicate variation. We
isolated individual clones from stored samples of these evolving
populations and selected 18 mutator and 14 wild-type clones that
produced ,50% of the total siderophores produced by their
cooperating ancestors (chromeazurol sulphate assay as in [16]).
Competition experiments [37] were used to measure the relative
fitness of each clone in competition with siderophore-producing
bacteria at initially low (c. 5%) or high (c.50%) frequency.
Results and Discussion
In order to test the hypothesis that the mutator genotype is more
likely to produce cheats with a high fitness relative to the
cooperative ancestral genotype, it is useful to ascertain whether the
two strains differ in a) the variance in relative fitness among cheat
clones and b) their median relative fitness.
As shown in Figure 1, both strains produce cheat clones that
have a relative fitness .1 in the low-frequency condition. The
larger variance in fitness among mutator-derived clones appeared
to be driven by two outliers as the difference in variance was not
statistically significant (Levene’s test: test statistic = 1.21, p=0.279).
The median fitness of wild-type derived cheats was 0.94 and this
was not significantly different from 1 (Wilcoxon signed rank test,
H= 45, p=0.660); the median fitness of mutator-derived cheats
was 1.48 and this was significantly greater than 1 (H=157,
p=0.001). Therefore, both genotypes produce cheats that can
invade cooperating populations from rare and the range of relative
fitnesses reachable by each ancestral genotype is similar.
Figure 1 clearly shows that there is a marked difference between
strains with regard to high-frequency fitness; 14/14 wild-type-
derived cheats have fitness ,1 but 6/18 mutator-derived cheats
have fitness .1. The variance among mutator-derived clones was
significantly greater than among wild type-derived clones
(Levene’s test: test statistic = 8.33, p=0.007). The median fitness
of mutator-derived cheats was 0.81 and this was not significantly
different from 1 (H=60, p=0.276) but the median fitness of the
wild-type derived cheats, at 0.62, was significantly less than 1
(H=0, p=0.001). These results are consistent with the data
previously reported [16] and support the hypothesis that mutator
lineages are more likely to produce cheating genotypes which are
able to persist at high frequencies in mixed culture with
cooperators. Of course, we would predict that mutator lineages
are also more likely to produce low-fitness genotypes (the ‘double-
edged sword’ of mutation as outlined in our introduction), but
these are presumably removed by purifying selection.
Our results are consistent with the general consensus that
mutator lineages have increased responsiveness to selection
pressure as a result of their ability to sample genotypic space
more widely in a given time interval ([6,11] and references
therein). Our results are based on a relatively small sample of
genotypes: this is due to our stringent condition for defining cheats
as clones that produced less than 50% of the ancestral level of
Figure 1. Relative fitnesses of cheat clones derived from the wild type (panel (a), n =14) and mutator (panel (b), n =18) populations
described in [16]. Fitness was measured in competition with cooperating bacteria at initially low (c.5%) and high (c.50%) cheat frequency.
Diamonds show medians and associated 95% confidence intervals.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0017254.g001
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siderophore (for comparison, other authors have used a cut-off of
90% [29]). Nevertheless, our results provide an interesting
observation of how this responsiveness can affect social behaviours
in evolving populations: hypermutability leads to a rapid and more
repeatable breakdown of cooperation under ecological conditions
where it is not favoured This is consistent with observations that,
conversely, hypermutability is selected against under ecological
conditions that do favour cooperation [35].
Interestingly, there was no correlation between relative fitness at
high and low frequency (GLM including strain and siderophore
production relative to the ancestor; F1,29 = 0.68, p=0.415),
suggesting that mutations that confer better ability to invade from
rare do not necessarily also confer a better ability to persist at high
frequency. This observation suggests that, early in the period of
evolution, the cheating mutants that we see are those that are able to
gain a foothold in the population from an initially low frequency. In
wild-type populations, once a certain proportion of cheats is reached
it cannot be sustained as there is insufficient public good available
and cheats decline, creating the ‘boom and bust’ cheat dynamics we
described in the Introduction. In contrast, in mutator populations,
the foothold established by these early cheats creates a niche for
other cheat mutants which have little ability to invade cooperators
from rare, but high ability to persist in a population where cheats are
already common; in other words, ‘coloniser’ cheats are replaced by
‘persister’ cheats and a stable high frequency of cheats is
maintained. The probability of mutations that generate ‘persister’
cheats occurring is presumably low enough that they are highly
unlikely to arise in the absence of a significantly elevated mutation
rate. A larger experiment would allow us to test this hypothesis
explicitly by determining whether there is a correlation between the
timepoint at which cheats were isolated from evolving populations
and their relative fitness at high frequency. Furthermore, the genetic
basis of the ‘persister’ ability attained by some mutator cheats
remains to be dissected. It is possible that such genotypes may carry
mutations that increase resilience to iron limitation.
Given the number of genes likely to affect siderophore
production and uptake [17,18,19,20], it is unsurprising that we
see significant diversity in cheating phenotypes and fitness. This
diversity may represent a range of different peaks on a rugged
adaptive landscape, or different positions en route to a single peak.
We cannot distinguish these alternatives with our data as it stands,
but either way the mutator lineage seems to have acquired a range
of cheating mutations with greater variability in fitness, and more
high-fitness cheats, than the wild type. In the context of social
evolution theory, it is rarely made explicit that a cheating
phenotype could result from several different genotypes, poten-
tially with different fitnesses relative to a cooperating phenotype.
By showing that not all cheats are equal, our work underlines this
point and raises interesting questions about the genetic bases of
social traits and how these might affect the evolution of social
behaviour. We therefore present our results as a set of intriguing
observations that could inform new ways of looking at cooperator/
cheat dynamics in evolving populations.
Additionally, both mutation rate and siderophore production
have implications for bacterial virulence [8,10,16,24,38] and our
study species is an important opportunistic human pathogen,
causing significant morbidity and mortality among burns victims,
intubated intensive-care patients and people with cystic fibrosis
[39]. Oliver et al [9] report high frequencies of hypermutable
Pseudomonas aeruginosa in cystic fibrosis patients. Further, it is known
that siderophore non-producers accumulate in the lungs of cystic
fibrosis patients as chronic infection progresses [28,40], but it is not
clear why this is the case (see [41] for a discussion of the
evolutionary ecology of the CF lungs). Understanding the interplay
between these traits may help to further our understanding of the
intra-host ecology and evolution of chronic bacterial infections.
Materials and Methods
Six glass tubes containing casamino acids (CAA) broth
supplemented with 70 mg ml21 human apotransferrin (Sigma
Aldrich) and 20 mM sodium bicarbonate were inoculated with c.
106 colony-forming units of wild type bacteria (PAO6049) and six
with the same number of mutator bacteria (PAODmutS [10]).
PAO6049 is a methionine auxotroph and so the two strains may
be distinguished in mixed populations by replica plating on CAA
and M9 minimal agar. Populations were allowed to evolve for 30
days (c. 200 generations), with daily transfer to fresh medium. In
mutator populations, cheats arose earlier, increased in frequency
more rapidly and reached higher maximal frequencies than they
did in wild-type populations. Mutator populations also showed less
between-population variability in cheat frequency than did the
wild-type populations (reproduced with permission from [16], see
this publication for details of statistical tests). Cheats were isolated
from these populations by plating aliquots of populations stored at
280uC on CAA agar and picking white colonies; the primary
siderophore of this species, pyoverdin, fluoresces green in visible
light and so white colonies represent potential non-producing
siderophore ‘‘cheats.’’ Pyoverdin production has been shown to
correlate well with total siderophore production [29].
The stored clones and their ancestors were assayed for siderophore
production after 18 hours’ growth in CAA+70 mg ml21 human
apotransferrin and 20 mM sodium bicarbonate at 37uC. The
colorimetric chromeazurol sulphate assay was used as detailed in
[16,42] to determine siderophore production (total iron-binding
capacity of supernatants) per colony-forming unit (CFU). We
implemented a cut-off point for ‘‘cheating’’ such that only clones
that produced siderophores at ,50% of their ancestral level were
used for further work. This left us with 14 wild-type-derived and 18
mutator-derived cheat clones. The distributions of % ancestral
siderophore production were very similar: the first quartile, median,
third quartile and range, respectively, were 11.25, 22.50, 40.00 and
45.00 for the wild-type cheats and 12.00, 27.50, 40.00 and 46.00 for
the mutator cheats.
Each cheat clone was inoculated, along with the siderophore-
producing ancestor of the oppositely-marked strain, into six replica
microcosms containing 6 ml CAA+70 mg ml21 human apotrans-
ferrin and 20 mM sodium bicarbonate. Densities were manipulated
such that three microcosms contained c.5% cheats (low frequency
condition) and three contained c.50% cheats (high frequency
condition). Total starting density was c. 56107 CFU. The ancestral
cooperator clones for each strain were competed against one
another in exactly the same way. Relative fitness was calculated as
described in [37] and each cheat’s relative fitness was then expressed
relative to its ancestor’s fitness in the same condition. This gave a
measure of each cheat’s ability a) to invade a cooperating population
from rare and b) to persist and proliferate at high frequency.
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